Consigned by Fox Valley Standardbreds, Sherman, IL

DRAGON SHOW
(In foal to Sportsmaster p,2,1:52.1; last bred 4/28)
BAY MARE; Foaled 2000; Brand W2327

By DRAGON'S LAIR p,2,1:54.1f; 1:51.3 ($1,085,317) by Tyler B. p,3,1:55.1. Sire of 538 in 2:00; 204 in 1:55. Sire of the dams of 650 in 2:00; 275 in 1:55 including MINI ME p,4,1:49.

1st Dam

AUTO SHOW p,3,1:55.2f; 4,1:55.1 ($27,796) by Niatross p,3,T1:49.1. Dam of 7 foals, 5 winners, including:

WHO WHAT p,2,1:58h; 4,1:52.1 (Riverboat King) ($43,722). 3 wins. At 2, second in NYSS at Saratoga. At 4, winner Art Unger Series (leg) at The Meadowlands.

FOX RIDGE ERIC p,3,1:55.4f; 1:52.3f (Dragon's Lair) ($64,930). 16 wins.

HOT ROD SHOW p,2,1:55 (Dragon's Lair) ($52,412).

MAGICAL LEGS p,3,1:57f (m, Magical Mike) ($13,417). 3 wins.

2nd Dam

KARA SUE BENTLEY p,2,2:05.3f; 3,2:01.4 by Big Towner p,4,154.4. Dam of 10 foals, 9 winners, including:

HEAVY WEATHER p,3,1:53.4 (m, Storm Damage) ($174,178). Dam of CHANCE OF SHOWERS p,4,1:55.2.

AUTO SHOW p,3,1:55.2f; 4,1:55.1 (m, Niatross) ($27,796). As above.

SLAUGHTER p,2,2:02.2f; 3,1:58f; 4,1:55.3f (Landslide) ($72,484).

MS. SUE p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:55.4 (m, B G's Bunny) ($69,775). Dam of BIDERIDOO p,1:53.2 ($203,710).

KALAMKARI p,4,1:54.2f, FIRE SCENE p,4,1:56, SHESONHEROWN p,1:56.1h, etc.

CHEROKEE COUNTY p,3,1:57.4; 4,1:56.4f (Landslide) ($35,428).

SLIDEDANCE p,3,2:03.2f; 1:56.4f (Landslide) ($89,887).

GAIL MUNRO p,2,1:58f (m, Niatross) ($100,135).

MISS BENTLEY p,2,2:03.1h; 3,2:00h; 1:58.2h (B G's Bunny) ($37,785). Birdie Bentley (m, Albaross). Dam of GYPSY p,4,1:53f ($256,906), SCALLYWAG p,1:53.3f ($149,796), SANFORD p,4,1:54 and LAAGOON p,4,1:56f.

3rd Dam

SUNDAY D. by Adios Vic p,3,1:563. Half-sister to TORINO LOBELL p,1:54.4 ($405,732), TRAVERS LOBELL p,1:55.3f ($205,118), TAKOMA LOBELL p,1:57.1 ($145,007), etc. From 15 living foals, dam of 10 winners, including:

SUN DAMAGE p,2,2:04.4h; 3,1:58h; 1:52.1 (Storm Damage) ($175,668).

LADY SCOOT p,3,1:54.1 (m, Matt's Scooter) ($172,904).

KEYSTONE SPECTRUM p,2,2:03.2f; 3,1:55.3 (Steady Star) ($222,799).

TROSS AWAY p,2,1:59f; 3,1:57.4f (m, Albatross) ($96,302). Dam of ARMBRO PARKWAY p,2,1:54.4f ($110,001), INCREDIBLE WAY p,3,1:55.1h ($224,416), FANTASTIC WAY p,1:57.1f and HIT THE BUTTON p,3,1:58.4h.

PRODUCTION RECORD

Dam of 4 living foals including a 2-year-old, 5 raced, 4 winners. Dam of:

ESCAPEFROMALCATRAZ p,2,1:51.4 (Sportsmaster) ($162,471). At 2, winner IL State Fair Colt S. (Cons.:) second in Governor's Cup at DuQuoin.

FOX VALLEY TRISARA p,2,1:59.4; 3,1:59.4h (m, Incredible Finale) ($18,863). At 2, third in IOSBA S. at Springfield. At 3, winner Egyptian S. at Pinecraft; third in Illinois S. at Marshall.

FOX VALLEY SAFIRO p,3,1:51.3 (Sportsmaster) ($1,422). At 3, third in IOSBA Spring Preview at Springfield; race timed 1:57.1.

MRS GRANT TEN p,2,201h (m, Richess Hanover) ($13,739). At 2, 10 (6-2-0) and winner Egyptian S. at Carmi, Salem, Albion, and Fairfield, NICA S. at Henry and MWIRA S. at Aledo, Rushville and Carrollton; second in Big Ten S. at Newton.

Fox Valley Dahlia (m, Yankee Skyscraper). Now 2. Fox Valley Disco (h, Yankee Skyscraper). Now a weanling.

STATEMENT

In foal to SPORTSMASTER p,2,1:52.1; last bred April 28; fee paid.